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Westinghouse Show Previews
Latest In Scientific Advances

Budget Announced For
Locol Community Council

Seventy Minute Demonstration Heidi .
*
In Clemson College Chapel Feb. 22nd Clemson Senior
By Charles Sanders
Some of the latest developments in science were shown to Platoon To Drill
Clemson last Monday night, February 22, in a seventy-minute demonstration presented in the College Chapel by three
men of the Westinghouse Corporation. The show, entitled
The Senior Platoon will leave
"Energy in Action", was sponsored by the School of En- Clemson at 2:00 o'clock Friday afgineering and drew a large crowd of interested cadets and 1 ternoon for their trip to the Mardi
Gras. They will travel by Greyresidents of Clemson.
!
hound to New Orleans and stay
The show opened with a short In connection with the "De-ion" at the Naval Base there. Tuesday
film introducing some familiar ex- circuit breaker, several slow-mo- night, they will drill for approxiamples of energy, the subject of tion camera studies of a breaking mately: seven miles in the gigantic
the demonstration. The first part egg. splashing liquids, and an elec- Mardi Gras parade. Around fifty
of the eight-part production dealt tric arc were shown.
members are making the trip and
with the various fcrms of viThe seventh act of the show was the Platoon hopes to return to
brational energy. The reporter an explanation and a demonstraClemson by Thursday morning.
explained a chart listing common tion of the process involved in
New officers have been elected
•examples of energy resulting from producing color television. By
vibrations and then demonstrated using light sources fifted with by the Platoon for the coming
sound waves, light waves, piezo- color filters, the demonstrator year. They are as follows: Dave
electric production of electrical showed how primary colors were Morris, civil engineering major of
energy, and invisible radiations. taken from an image and reblend- Shelby, N. C., leader; Weldon
One of the demonstrations which ed to produce c color screen Hucks, vocational agricultural enmost interested the audience was image. This act also included a gineering major, assistant leader;
a demonstration of fluorescence in demonstration of the color pat- W. K. Turner, architecture major
a starched shirt and in teeth, terns which could be produced on from Columbia, business manager;
and J. A. White, pre-medicine macaused by ultra-violet radiation.
a system of revolving black and jor from Greensboro, N: C, assistThe second act was a presenta- white bands.
ant business manager.
tion of experiments with liquid
The final act of the show was
nitrogen, which enabled the dem- a short discussion of atomic enonstrator to show the effects of ergy and its possible uses. The
* 321 - degrees - below - zero cold on reporter demonstrated that atomic
metals. A lead coil dipped into energy was the result of the forces
the liquid nitrogen assumed the of unlike charges in the nuclei of
properties of steel, and it was atoms, and then showed the aushown that a copper coil which dience a model of a heat-exchange
was ordinarily highly resistant to system which could convert the
H. M. White, chemistry senior
the passage of electricity became fission heat of an atomic pile to of Camden, was elected president
an excellent conductor when cool- electricity.
of Alpha Chi Sigma, professional
ed to liquid nitrogen temperatures.
The show was closed with an- chemistry fraternity, at a meetAnother interesting experiment
other short film strip presenting ing held recently.
was the stoking of a model steam
the problem of man's future efengine with ice and utilizing the forts with energy. The show was
Other officers include J. C.
temperature difference between warmly applauded at the close.
Leutwyler, chemical engineering
the ice and liquid nitrogen to run
junior of Savannah, Georgia, vicethe engine. The demonstrator
president; W. Schirmer, chemistry
explained that Westinghouse is
interested in low temperatures in
junior of Charleston, treasurer; W.
connection with reaction of metals
F. Stafford, chemical engineering
in rockets in the low temperatures
junior of Oswego, Alumni secreof space.
At a recent meeting of the tary; M. K. Brandt, chemistry
From low temperatures, the American Society of Agricultural junior of Spartanburg; reporter, C.
demonstrator passed on to high Engineers, Cecil J. Walters and B. E. White, chemistry, senior of
temperatures, specifically those of M. Smith were elected to fill the Wagenor, master of ceremonies;
jet engines. The workings and presidency and vice-presidency and C. C. Bailey, chemistry junior
design of some of the Westing- which were left vacant by gradu- of Clemson, recorder.
house jet engines were explained tion.** Under their leadership, a
M. K. Brandt was chosen to atand then the principle of jet pro- banquet' for the University of tend the National Alpha Chi Sigpulsion was demonstrated with a Georgia branch is being planned. ma Conclave which will be held
model plane powered by carbon This banquet, scheduled for the at the University of Michigan,
dioxide and then burning hydro- early part of March, is designed June 21-25. W. H. Elam, textile
gen. Although no actual jet ten- to promote a close relationship be- chemistry junior of Ware Shoals,
It gine was run-on the stage, a model tween the two schools.
was elected the alternate delegate
was shown and explained to the
**The complete list of officers to the conclace.
audience.
now is Cecil J. Walters, president;
Plans were also made for memThe next two parts of the show B. M. Smith, vice-president; and bers to attend the regional condealt with ways of handling elec- John D. Patrick, secretary and clave at the University of North
tricity developed by Westing- treasurer.
Carolina in April.
house. The first of these was an
insulation material called "Micarta". In the demonstration, it
was shown that an electric arc
would pass through fiber-board
and wood, eventually igniting the
latter, but that a piece of "Micarta" held between the electrodes
Mould cause the arc to fluctuate
around the material. Using pretreated materials, the demonstrator made a sample of "Micarta"
on the stage: The second of the
demonstrations on electricity was
on the "De-ion" circuit breaker, a
grid device for breaking up the arc
between points of a circuit in order to extinguish the arc before it
causes damage to the circuit parts.

1r000 Citizens Enroll
In Adult School;
Helpers Are Listed

In Mardi Gras

White Will Head

Alpha Chi Sigma

Walters To Head
ASAE For Year

(Art work by Rip Folger.

Photo by Frank Martin).

Junior Variety Show Will
Be Held In Auditorium
The '54 Varieties, which is being sponsored by the Junior
Class at Clemson, will be staged in the College Auditorium
on the night of March 4.

A number of girls from Greenville take part in dancing skits.
Those taking part in this act will
be Emily Pierland, Betty Jean
Hudson, Jean Hodges, Renee Durant, Ann Petty, Rachael Owens,
Jackie Waldrop, and starring Jane
Grey Sullivan.
Pink Anderson and his boys
from Spartanburg, who are known
as the Washboard Trio, will also
give selections during the show
Charlie Richey from Clemson,
who plays music by ear, will be
featured on the piano along with
the Wofford boys with their instruments.
Jeannette Carroway, Florence
County Maid of Cotton, and Bronna Fay Morefield will be the featured vocalists. The Three Tunes
from Walhalla, a female trio, will
also provide additional music.
Hawaiian girls wearing grass
skirts will give a rendition of the
hula.
Allan Cannon will serve as master of ceremonies.
Tickets will be on sale for 50c
each. Proceeds will go toward

Club
Notices
CERAMICS SOCIETY
The American Student Branch I
Members of the cast of the forthcoming Little
and April 1. They are (left to right) Helen
of the American Ceramics Society
Theater play, "Harvey", get together to discuss
Morrison, Beverly Jackson, R. E. Ware, Louise
will hold a meeting in Olin Hall j the comedy which will be held March 30, 31,
Donaldson, and John Hunter.
Tuesday, March 2nd, at 7:00. All i
members are urged to attend this
very important meeting.
N. T. M. S.
By PETE PECK
The National Textile ManufacThe play "Harvey", is one of the rnost delightful comedies Kelly, nurse at "Chumley's Rest",
turing Society held its regularly
scheduled meeting on Tuesday of modern time. It is the story of an eccentric bachelor who is interested in young docnight. Twenty-eight new members named Elwood P. Dowd, who claims his best friend is a six tors; Margaret Poole plays Betty
Chumley, Dr. Chumley's wife,
were taken in. The initiation
who wants to help her fellowplans to be announced later. Films foot, one inch rabbit named "Harvey".
Complications arise when El- Lowery, director, chose the man; Bob Ware plays Judge Gaff| of the Georgia Tech-Clemson footJohn Hunter ney, Elwood's lawyer who wants
ball game were shown at the wood introduces "Harvey" to all following cast:
the ladies at the Wednesday Fo- will play Elwood P. Dowd, him cured; Jim Johnson plays E.
meeting.
rum, thereby ruining his sister "Harvey's" friend and compan- J. Lofgren, cab driver, who likes
BSU
Dr. Aaron Rutledge, Professor Veta's social standing as well as ion; Helen Morrison will play his customers slightly whacky;
I of Psycology of Religion at Fur- his niece's chances of catching a Veta Dowd, Elwood's sister who last (and least) is Wilson, the atVeta decides that wishes "Harvey" would go tendant at "Chumley's Rest",
man, will present the third and husband.
[last discuss"ori on Love.'Courtship, enough is enough and has papers away; Beverly (Diuip) Jact- who isn't too bright and is played
land Marriage at the Wednesday drawn up to commit Elwood to son, plays Myrtle Mae Dowd, by Pete Peck (a natural at "playI night meeting of the BSU at 6:00 "Chumley's Rest", a sanitarium. Elwood's niece, who doesn't ing" dumb).
Elwood decides that he'd rath- like "Harvey" because he keeps
|at the Baptist Church.
Betty Moorman is playing the
Dr. Rutledge's previous dis- er spend his time at Charlie's the young men away; Louise
title role of "Harvey" (I'm
Donald
plays
the
part
of
Ethel
bar
and
then
the
fun
begins.
ElIcussions have created campuslending her my Adler elevateds)
ide interest. All students are wood seems quite sane to young Chauvenet, a friend of Eland is rehearsing diligently
invited to attend this last dis- Dr. Sanderson, but the doctor is wood's until he introduces her
(they were going to give me
not sure about Veta, so they throw to "Harvey".
cussion period. ,
the part, but decided my ears
Also
Gilbert
Miller
plays
the
her
in
the
bughouse
and
lets
ElLITTLE THEATER
were too big.)
A general meeting of the Clem- wood go. This is only the be- part of Dr. William Chumley, a
Dn Little Theater will be held in ginning though and from then on noted psychiatrist, who tries to
Rehearsals are going strong
ioom 118 Chemistry Building, each scene gets more hilarious steal "Harvey"; Marion Sams now and the production is scheplays Dr. Lyman Sanderson, Dr.
londay, March 1, at 7:30 p. m. than the last.
Last Wednesday night when Chumley's assistant, who never duled for March 30, 31 and April
AH student members have been
final tryouts were held, Polly sees "Harvey"; Anita Gates plays 1. Now all we need is a theatre.

Little Theatre Presents 'Harvey'

the Junior-Senior Banquet. Members of the Executive Sergeants
Club will be in charge of tickets.

Limestone Group
Will Hold Vesper
Services Feb. 28

An estimated 1000 persons are
now enrolled in the Clemson Area
Citizen's Education Center. Students from the departments of
vocational agricultural education
and industrial education served as
student assistants in the classrooms.
The following industrial education majors served in this capacity: F. H. Denton, senior of
Dallas, Georgia; E. F. Moxley,
senior of Dublin, Georgia; D. E.
Medford, junior of Walhalla; M.
D. Gaskin, junior of Orangeburg;
C. L. Murphy, senior of Clemson;
M. A. Kane, junior of Milburn,
N. J.; E. F. James, senior of
Hingham, Mass.; R. C. Byers,
sophomore of Lincolnton, N. C;
C. L. Morris, senior of Olar; J. B.
Nixon, senior of Con way; C. A.
Bishop, senior of Union; C. W.
Smith, senior of Traveler's Rest;
G. D. Gantt, junior of Columbia;
E O. Dukes, senior of N. Augusta; F- P- Howell, senior of Greenville, W. B. Lawrence, senior of
Greenville; L. N. Meador, junior
of Kansas City, Mo.; W. L. Collins,
junior of Georgetown.
Vocational agricultural education majors working as assistants
are: R. M. North, senior of Stockton, Geo.-gia; W. W. Bellamy, senior of Bamberg; E. W. Jones,
senior of Murrells Inlet; O. E.
Rose, junior of Sardinia; Joe
O'Cain, senior of Orangeburg; G.
A. Norris, senior of Conway; E.
H. Brown, senior of Woodruff; J.
G. Flanagan, senior of Clovet;
F. R. Meech, senior of Columbia;
H. R. Corbitt, senior of St. Matthews; S. L. Jackson, senior ' of
Tabor City, N. C; L. N. Morton,
senior of Nichols; F. G. Best, senior of Galivant's Ferry; C. L.
Mulkee, senior of Spartanburg;
J. H. Suggs, senior of Loris; N. A.
Myers, senior of Olanta; J. M.
Coggins, junior of Spartanburg;
and M. H. Han a, junior of Easley.
A number of courses are being
offered and many people in and
around Clemson are taking advantage of the opportunity afforded them.

The officers, directors, members-at-large and budget allotments for the current year of the
Clemson Community Council have
been announced by the new chairman, Trescott N. Hinton.
Other officers include: Mrs.
Gaston Gage, vice-chairman; Mrs.
Gilbert Miller, secretary and M.
B. (Brownie) Stevenson, treasurer. Directors are Ernest DeFore,
N. B. Goebel and H. B. Barree.
Serving as members - at - large
are: Frank C. Anderson, Marlin H.
Bruner, C. Waldron Bolen, Mrs.
Forrest E. Cookson, H. Morris
Cox, Mrs. A. E. McKenna, Mrs.
Edward A. Rice, Erskine Reid, Joe
B. Richardson and John B. Whitney, Jr.
A budget totaling $6,400 has
been adopted. So far more than
$6,500 has been collected and
several hundred dollars more it
due from pledges.
Allotments have been planned
as follows: Boy Scouts $750; Girl
Scouts $250; Clemson PTO $750;
Local Welfare $700; Negro Youth
Center $250; American. Cancer
Society, Pickens County $200,
Oconee County $200; Crippled
Children Society $200; American
Red Cross $1,000; Bloodmobile
$300; American Heart-Association,
Pickens County $100, Oconee
County $100; Books for Children
(College Library) $200; United
Defense Fund $300; Council Administration $350 and the Association for the Development of the
Clemson Negro Community $750.
Founded in 1951, the Council is
an organization for assisting in
the planning and development ol
community - wide improvemenl
programs and encouraging consolidation of community-wide solicitation of contributions for th«
support of health, welfare and educational activities.

A deputation from Limestone
College in Gaffney will present
the vesper program at the Clemson YMCA Sunday night, February 28. v
In addition to the vesper proThe Clemson College Coi
gram-some travel reels including
Band began its rehearsals for its "Seeing Spain", "Tower of Desspring season of concerts Thurs- tiny", and news will be shown.
day night, February 11, in the ColA deputation of Clemson stuThe Chemistry Department has
lege Chapel with approximately dents headed by Lamar Neville,
announced that Dr. Clarence Hothirty-five players present.
President of the 'Y' will present
chandel of the National LaboraThe Band, made up of student the program at Winthrop College
tory
will be at Clemson to speal
musicians attending Clemson, ten- Sunday night, February 28. The
to the faculty and students Wedtatively plans a series of one-night group will be accompanied by Mr.
nesday and Thursday of this week
stands rather than a tour. This P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General
Dr. Hochandel, who has a PhE
is being done in the interest of Secretary of the YMCA.
from the University of Indiana
the students, to protect them from
Those taking part in the prowill address the group on "Radiamissing too many classes and gram include Jerry Hammett of
tion
Chemistry". He is now conhence effect their class standing. Kingstree, David Clyburn of
nected with the Atomic Researct
The Band is anticipating pre- Charleston, and Lamar Neville
Commission at Oak Ridge, Tensenting a concert of the better will make talks. Joe O'Cain of
nessee, and holds the position oi
music available in band literature; Orangeburg will preside and give
group leader in Radiation Chemisthis includes modem compositions the invocation. Special music will
try.
as well as those of the romantic be furnished by Mack Boger of
His talk will be held in the
Waxhaw, N. O, accompanied by
and classical periods.
Chemistry Building, Room 118
The Band rehearses every Tues- Terry McMillan of Bamberg. Jack
starting at 9:00.
day and Thursday nights from Sherer of Columbia will have
This talk will give the general
The
Wesley
Foundation
met
6:00 to 7:30 in the College Chapel. charge of the responsive reading.
approach to this perplexing probA deputation from Anderson Wednesday at 6:00. The Rever- lem. All students who are majorMembership in the Band will be
open to all musicians for the next College was in charge of the Ves- end Tom McMinn, pastor of the ing in Chemistry are invited to attwo weeks. Membership is ob- pers last Sunday night, February Methodist Church in Pendleton, tend, along with other interested
tained by passing an audition 21, at the "Y".
spoke to the group on the subject persons.
given by Mr. Lovett.
"What Methodists Believe." In
his talk, Reverend McMinn attempted to give some of the basic
beliefs of the Methodist denomiThe regular monthly meetinj
nation.
of the Western Carolina Society
Company
representatives
have
"The Comrhand", in Cinemaof the American Chemical Society
During the past two week-ends, been selected to replace those met in Greenville last Tuesday tc
Scope and WarnerColor opened
yesterday at the Clemson Theatre. the BSU has entertained deputa- who have left school or those hear Dr. Corwin, who is on thi
From Warner Bros., the first tions from other campuses in the who, for some reason, cannot faculty of Johns Hopkins Universtory of the American frontier state. On February 13-14, a group
sity, talk on "Colors in Life". Dr
filmed in the new anamorphic of twelve girls from Limestone serve in this capacity this semes- Corwin gave a very interesting
process — CinemaScope — comes came to lead the opening assembly ter. Company representatives for talk on the Chemical and Physical
"The Command", starring Guy in Sunday School. They were this semester are: A-l, Billy Joe properties of hemoglobin and
Madison, Joan Weldon and James served two meals at the Baptist Bailes; A-l, Rudy Able; C-l, chlorophyll. Along with his exWhitmore. The supporting cast, Church and ate Sunday dinner Frankie Webb and Charlie Fer- cellent talk, Dr. Corwin had manj
which reaches into the hundreds in the Mess Hall.
guson; D-l, Jackie Salters; A-2, demonstrations with which h«
Last week-end, eighteen girls Lawrence Fowler; B-2, Elbert held his audiences spellbound.
in this, the first outdoor epic in
the new screen dimension, is representing Coker College also Holt and Tommy Putnam; C-2,
The Chemistry Department is I
headed by Harvey Lembeck who presented the program at the open- Dave Martin; D-2, Bobby Painter; sponsoring member of the Qal*
served so notably in "Stalag 17" ing exercises at Sunday School A-3, Hugh Humphries; B-3, La- Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
and in addition, taught the stu- verne McCaskill; C-3, Johnny and through this organization seas "Sugar Lips" Shapiro.
The CinemaScope process, has dent classes. The girls of the Turney; D-3, Tommy Hayden; cures its speakers. Clemson wtt
been acclaimed as the new miracle Coker deputation were guests ■ at A-4, Tom Watson; B-4, Bill Hood have five speakers this spring tc
of the motion picture industry. the annual BSU banquet which and Weston Weldon; C-4, Larry round eut this project. The secThe advent of CinemaScope has was held in the Saber Room of the Mahaffey and Weston New; D-4, ond speaker will be Dr. Elizabetl
been compared with the develop- Clemson House on Saturday eve- David Clyburn and Band Com- Rona, who will be at Clemsor
ment of sound by Warner Bros. ning.
pany, Bennie Goodman.
March 12th.
Studios some 27 years ago.
Several deputations are on the
"The Command" was filmed on BSU calendar for the near future.
location in the rugged mountains This Saturday a group will travel
of California. The story concerns to Limestone to present a program
the plight of a troop of cavalry on Sunday morning. There is no
when the ranking field officer is limit on the number allowed on
killed and the command falls to this trip, so if you would like to
an able though inexperienced of- go contact Ferdie Alsbrook in
ficer played by Guy Madison. His room 8-112. A deputation to Cartask of protecting the settlers of olina is scheduled for the followthe Wyoming territory from a sav- ing week-end.
age onslaught is made complex
by the necessity of proving himself worthy to his men and second
to Joan Weldon, the woman he
Mr. Lovett, of the music deloves.
The music for the CinemaScope partment, announces auditions
epic was composed by Academy for a men's double quartet to
participate with the concert
award-winner Dimitri Tiomkin.
band in their spring concerts as
well as for special social functions requiring a smaller unit
than the college glee club.
We know a man who lives close by.
This audition will be held
He has pepsies and chocolate pie.
Monday night, February 22, at
A friendly guy with a hearty smile.
6:30 p. m. in the music departHe slings hash with plenty of style.
ment office located in the base"Who, me?"
ment of the library.
(See Page 8)
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Respect Is Simple Word
Yet Often Forgotten

Poor Support By Students Caused
CDA To Suffer Loss On Last Dance

QESPECT is a simple word. Yet, this simple seven-letter
word carries deep connotations with it. And, although
our present day American culture is built on a high-sounding vocabulary, simple words like faith, loyalty, or respect
should never be taken lightly.

By Carroll Moore
SO YOU WANT A BIG BAND
FOR THE NEXT DANCE

The word respect, for instance, takes into account "the
courtesy one should have in regard to another's opinions".
First of all, we as students should be aware that each individual person has a mind of his own. Therefore, it is only
natural that opinions and beliefs will vary according to the
individual. It is our duty then, to temper our entire intellect with a deep* respect for other persons' beliefs and opinions. The quicker we learn to follow this practice, the better our understanding will be of our fellows.

sire and they had lowered the price of the
tickets to meet the students' means, that
they would be able to meet this total and
thereby be in good shape financially in
picking a big name band for the final dance
of this year.

It is not a usual procedure for the Central
Dance Association to release to the student
body their outcome financially following a
dance. BUT, after the poor support that
How much do you think a band like Ray
they received from the student body this
Anthony, Ralph Flannigan or Billy May
past week-end, the CDA felt that they
would charge for a dance here at Clemson?
would just like to let the students know
In the first place we would have to catch
some of the (little) problems that they have
the band when it was on tour and then it
to face when they start looking around for
would cost seven, eight or ten thousand
This practice of "being respectful" towards another's
an orchestra for the next dance. By now
dollars.
That's a lot of money when you
viewpoint holds true in the classroom and in extra-curricuyou must have gathered that the CDA lost
can't even get enough students to attend
lar activities. In fact, the practice holds true the whole
some money on the dance—that's putting
a
dance to make ends when when the exof our early life. Shall we not resolve to put this much
it mildly. Exactly $1,424 was lost on Midpense is three or four thousand less.
needed rule into effect?—The Albrightian.
Winters. The dance committee thought
that they were doing the students a great
If the Central Dance Association had an
favor when they obtained Tommy Tucker assurance from the students that they
and his orchestra to play for the affair in
would attend the dances, we could have
that he is rated among the second class five name bands a year here at Clemson
orchestras as far as price is concerned and and there would be no headaches on the
still plays the kind of a dance that the studance committee from worrying if there
MlHAT is school spirit? Is it the roar of the student body
dents were yelling for previously—dance- will be enough money available after the
as their favorite gridiron warrior crashes over the
able music. They even went a little furth- dance to pay off the orchestra. The dance
double stripes, or when someone hits ^a homer for the home
er and lowered the ticket prices to $2.75 a committee would like big name bands on
team at a crucial moment?
night and $5.00 for a block ticket. Now,
the campus as much if not more than the
To be sure, school spirit plays a large role in a college's DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT
just ask an yone of the students that at- students, but without the support of the
athletic program, but that is not its sole application. School
tended the dances what they were like and
students, this will never be possible.
spirit encompasses far more than just whooping it up at an
if they enjoyed them. Every comment that
athletic contest.
I have heard to date about the dance has
JUNIOR-SENIOR AND MILITARY
School spirit, like charity, must begin at home. We, at
been a favorable one. Students attending
BALL PLANS SETTLED
Clemson, must observe school spirit in our everyday activithe dance seemed to enjoy themselves as
By Alan Cannon
After much discussion among the CDA,
ties. In the barracks, in the classroom, on the drill field,
going to be heaven. It'll be the closest much if not more than I have ever seen.
HOW DID YOU LIKE IT?
the
Scabbard and Blade, and the Junior
or in the Juice Shop, school spirit must be practiced.
Of course-I'm referring to the dance last thing to home they've invented yet. How- The students that did not attend the dance
Class, the plans for Junior-Senior and MiliSpeaking a friendly word to a frightened "new boy", us- week-end. I think that everyone I saw ever, I must say that I wouldn't like to be showed their cooperation and how much
tary
Ball have finally been agreed upon.
ing that extra effort to look sharp on the drill field, trying was having a wonderful time. I was real- a freshman in it. There's not but about they really appreciated these attempts to
ly surprised. I knew that Tommy Tucker so much glass to be cleaned every week make this a great dance by making them- As you know, it has always been the proceto see the professor's view as well as one's own—these are
and that's going to be quite a job. Cleanhad a good orchestra, but I thought that
selves absent from the affair and sending dure to have the Junior-Senior on the
all examples of school spirit in action.
ing glass or not it's going to be worth every
maybe he was a little old, but to my pleasthe week-end of Mothers Day, but because
the. CDA $1,424 down the drain.
ounce of work these new dorms require.
Our school has the reputation of having one of the best ans surprise I found him plenty on the ball.
of the construction on the campus now, the
school spirits in the South.
This reputation was only Most everyone I've talked to has agreed with
OVERHEARD
Eighty-six tickets were sold for the Fri- gymnasium will be occupied as the mess
achieved after years of work.
Let us hold up the high me. With this dance week-end over I guess —"I'm going to change my wardrobe after
hall when that week-end arrives and it
day night dance which amounted to $236.50.
standards set for us by preceding generations of Clemson we'll have to wait around for the next one.
hearing Psyche's lecture."
would be impossible to have the dances
men. Let us keep our excellent reputation for school spirit, ON THE VARIETIES
—"Did you have a good time at the dance Eighty-six block tickets were sold which
there.
The committee working on the
not only in Memorial Stadium, but in every phase of our
Plans are coming along for the Junior last week-end? Whew, I don't remember." totaled $430.00. Saturday night, two huneducation.
J. L. C.
—"I'd
love
to
run
this
school
for
a
day."
plans
for
the two dances agreed that there
Variety Show. I guess some of) you might
dred and eighty-six tickets were sold total—"I
think
my
girl
has
broken
her
hand.
would only be time enough for one more
have noticed the picture in last week's paing $709.50 which brought the total amount
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
per concerning the show. I understand It has been weeks since I've heard from taken in up to $1,376.00. Tommy Tucker dance this semester, so, it was decided to
by Dick Bibler
that there will be a lot of girls on tap for her."
have both the dances on the same weekreceived $2500, taxes added $300.00 more to
HARVEY
the occasion. (OH, BY THE WAY, TICKend. The Military Ball will be held on
The Clemson College Little Theater will the expense's. Subtract the $1,376 taken in
ETS WILL BE WITH THE EXECUTIVE
Friday night, April 2, and will be a formal
SERGEANTS CLUB). The girls are being present as its next play "Harvey". This from the $2800 expense and you can see the
affair. The following night will be the inis,
if
you
remember,
a
crazy
play
about
loss of $1,424.
imported from Greenville.
Besides the
formal Junior-Senior. The Scabbard and
girls there will be a top flight entertain- a guy who believes his companion is a huge
ment taken from right here on the campus. rabbit. I haven't been down to any of the
The CDA realized that it would take ap- Blade banquet will be held previous to the
practices yet, but I understand from the proximately 800-1000 couples attending the
Charlie Richie and a group of boys from
Friday night dance and the Junior-Senior
grape vine that all is going well. The play
Spartanburg; Lyn Wyatt and a combo;
banquet will be on Saturday. It should be
dance to make ends meet and they felt that
"the three tunes" from Walhalla and yours is being directed by a newcomer to the
one of the biggest dance week-ends that
truly will be the master of ceremonies. So, office (but a newcomer to the Little Thea- since they had the band that played the
we
have ever had at Clemson.
music
that
Clemson
students
seem
to
deif you would like to spend an evening well ter audience as far as acting is concerned),
worth your time, I'd like to suggest that Mrs. Robert Lowery.
you plan to attend the Junior Class Varie- NEXT WEEK
ty Show. It will be given on March 4. All
I have received (what I should say is the
proceeds will go to the Junior-Senior ban- Tiger) a bulletin from the Jefferson school
quet.
of social sciences concerning- the subverBy Bill Caughman
sive
control board (McCarthy) and their
PERSONAL LOOK
Have you ever thought of may go into Basin Street. If it of the best recordings by this
I've been wondering for sometime how case against the school. It is a subject im- writing a song? Don't laugh and works out, Bobby will have Hank group is their version of Honey In
the new barracks look from inside. So to- portant to us all—Communism in our col- say that's absurd. Possibly you D'Amico, Lou Stein, Cliff Leeman, the Horn. Give that one a listen
had some- melody running Bob Carter and Lou McGarity sometime.
day (Tuesday) I went over (I even cut a leges. I intend to do a little research deal- have
through your mind that you un- who, incidentally, is Hugh Mcing
with
the
matter
before
I
give
my
opinWoody Herman now has on the
class) to have a look-see.
I have been
knowingly composed. It's very Garitys brother. The band will
market a great recording of a
keeping up with the building in a remote ion on the subject, so if you're still around, possible that it could be a hit if play jazz without labels.
tune called Love's a Dog. It's all
sort of way (watching from outside) but how about checking this column next week it were given the proper treatFor those who like to listen and about this thing called love. You
ment,
such
as
being
arranged
you just don't know how to appreciate this for an interpretation of UnAmerican Ac- properly and being played and re- dance to the brand of music put know, the cat-meets-chick type
new dorm until you've been inside it and tivities Control Board versus the Jefferson corded by major artists on major out by Les Brown and his band, love. It's charming and witty, in
record labels. Such is the oppor- here are two old ones offered to places, and incorporates a vocal
gotten a personal look. I was amazed at School of Social Sciences.
tunity being made possible by the you with a new, lively touch, "a- sung by the old W. W. Herman
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
this life-slab method they're using in con"I don't see how any of you can expect goot. marks in this course
"Down Beat" magazine. As of la Brown." One o'clock Jump himself.
—The very fact you enrolled for it shows you don't have a very
WHY GRADUATE—YOU'VE GOT THE February 1, one of the* largest and Brown's Little Jug. The Jerry Fielding has a very fine
struction of the building. Living in the
Jump is served piping hot as a
high 1Q'."
new dorm (I use the word dorm because I REST OF YOUR LIFE TO GO TO songwriting contests ever attempt- well-balanced, instrumental with a band made up of the top studio
ed
was
initiated
by
"Down
Beat"
men on the West Coast. It's a selNite Scouts
can't see referring to it as a barracks) is SCHOOL.
In this contest, the winning entry fast pace. The Jug illustrates the

School Spirit Should Be
Observed In Daily Activities

Plans Are Coming Along For Junior
Variety Show; A Look A t The Barracks
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A Word To The Wise
Byi Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
I think that most of us will agree there
are more good boys on the Clemson campus than you could find on the campus of
any other institution. But even if we make
a "slip", once in a while, and do certain
things that aren't a credit to us or to this
great school that we represent. By now
you are probably wondering what I have
reference to. Well, since I believe that
every student should know the facts, so
that we might realize we all .aren't lily
white. As you know, the Executive Sargeants sponsored a used book co-op for the
purpose of rendering a service to their fellow students—you and me. This program
was sound enough to become an annual
project, but it won't be now. Approximately twenty-four of the books that were
handled disappeared without a trace as to
their new habitat. I'm sure that if there is
any student that can't afford to buy his
books, there will be a way in which we can
raise the necessary funds to cover the expenses. Clemson students are great for

giving a helping hand when it is truly
needed and deserved. If any of us have a
guilty conscience about this matter I hope
that we will be men enough to straightten
it out. We've got to learn to live by a rule
and the Golden One is the best that I know
of. We've got to learn to live together, because some day we will be living in brotherhood under the Fatherhood of our God
Almighty.
If there are any of us, and I know there
are, who have profited by this used book
co-op, be sure and thank the members of
the Executive Sargents Club because they
worked hard and they deserve all the credit
they get.
Gratitude is a virtue, so don't forget how
to express it. Think about these things,
please.

will be guaranteed publication of
the song by one of the largest
firms in the country, full-scale
promotion of the song on radio
and TV, and a guarantee that the
song will be recorded by major
The songs will be judged by an
artists on major record labels,
impartial board consisting of artist and repertoire men from the
major record companies, music
publishers and recording stars.
The first person named to the
board of judges was Hugo Winterhalter. You might pick up the
current issue of "Down Beat" for
the particulars of the contest. The
closing date is July 1, 1954, so
that gives you a little more than
four months to get your original
ditty in for judgement. Give it a
try. It may prove to be very
worthwhile.

After being featured on several
Jackie Gleason albums, Bobbv
Hackett has recorded an album
under his own name for Capitol
Records. Called "Soft Lights",
the set features Bobby, four violas,
a cello and rhythm. Among the
tunes are Soft Lights and Sweet
Music, The Song Is You, I Cried
A note to the seniors: If you are wonder- For You, Black Magic, You Turned the Tables on Me, Easy To
ing who to thank for being able to get your Love, and Louis Armstrong's
rings early, Mrs. Coker is the name of the Someday. Hackett, meanwhile,
person responsible.
has organized his own band that

Brown sparkle as the bandsmen dom-hear.d-of band but they make
some smooth recordings occasionget in some good swing riffs.
ally. The lead trumpet man, ConRosamary Clooney's wildest ef- rad Gozzo, is a very capable one
fort since Come On a My House as illustrated in his open, modern
two years ago is My Baby Rocks trumpet solo in the band's theme,
Me. Rosemary sings this tune Carefree. A beautiful number.
with a powerful drive over the Young Man's Fancy, by the Fieldwork of- some harpsichord. This ing group, is a swinging number
one may be worth watching be- with a nice up beat. It has a fine
cause she may have anothei hit, piano part in it and shows off the
especially if given the opportuni- band's great dynamics. Rain on
ty to sing it over the radio. At the Roof, Cheerful Little Earful
any rate, it will be played a good and The Kinkaou are some other
top platters by the band.
bit on the juke boxes.
Some more of that easy trumpet
playing by Eddie Calvert is on
wax for listening. For a followup of his latest top record, Oh,
Mein Papa, Calvert has recorded
a haunting tune by the title of
Midnight. The back side of the
platter holds a little thing called
Paris In the Rain.
One of Decca's house bands, The
Commanders, who turn out some
mighty fine work every now and
then, have done it again. Their
latest on wax is I Want a Little
Girl and Davey Jones. The first
side is jumping and is cleanly
played, sparked along by the
drummer and the well blended
trombone section. The reverse
side is more of a novelty but here
again shows off the bone section
and the drummer, Ed Grady. One

I made mention a few weeks
ago of the changing of title of
the tune Answer Me, Lord Above
to Answer Me, My Love and
stated that the reason, to my
knowledge, was unknown.- Here
is what I've found out since then
about the song. The melody originated in Germany, and was first
translated into English under the
title, Answer Me, Lord Above. Thel
first American recording of the|
song was made with these lyrics.
A new lyric was then written un-J
der the present title, Answer Me.J
My Love, and the song become anl
immediate hit—in England. Natl
'King" Cole's recording, the first!
in this country with the new lyricj
is now climbing rapidly to the top
of the hit parade* Hst.' -It may be
one of the year's biggest discs.
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Letters To
Tom Clemson
Co. P, A. S. A. S. R.
8622nd A. A. U.
Fort Devens, Mass.
Dear Tom,
I have just finished reading the
TIGER of the week of February
11. I am a former student of
Clemson and I really appreciate
the TIGER. I think the TIGER
has a very capable staff, and it
seems to be doing a wonderful
' job of publishing the paper.
The article "And I Think They
Call It Basketball," by Walter
Hendrix really went over big on
the post at Fort Devens. Most of
the guys in the company asked for
copies of the article. I give my
hand to Walter for a well written
article. You can also pass the
word to Drew and Bookhart to
keep up the good work with the
thieves.
I read with interest the letter
to you concerning the attitude of
some of the troops going to church
services or just lying in bed on
Sunday mornings. I am inclined
to agree with the writer of this
letter. When I was attending
school it was hard for me to rise
en Sunday mornings for church,
but I did manage to make the
short walk to church occasionally,
and I've found that it meant more
to me than I could have imagined.
Thank you, Tom, for your attention.
Sincerely,
Pvt. Gary H. Gibbs
Clemson, S. C.
6ear Tom,
As you know, the Executive
Sergeants Club has been operating
a type of book exchange in the
Student Government Room for the
past two weeks. This organization, with its purpose in mind to
be of service to the Cadet Corps,
undertook this project with full
knowledge that such a project had
been undertaken with little success in the past. It saw in the
project an opportunity to be of

help to all the students. Though
the club realized it would run into some difficulties, it never
thought it would have the trouble
it did have.
As you know, Tom, approximately one and a half to tw6
dozen books were "lost" somewhere along the way. I know that
this means that books could not
be lost in the full meaning of the
word "lost", because members of
the sponsoring organization were
careful to check that books to be
sold were properly placed on the
book shelves—but sometime during the rush hours, when the
troops crowded into the co-op, or
either sometime during the night,
these books "disappeared".
I realize that this incident must
involve only a few, Tom, but indirectly it concerns the entire student body.
In my opinion, Tom, students
that tend to discourage worthy
campus projects, as I believe this
to be, are quite undesirable at
Clemson. I'm afraid you're going to meet with the same type of
characters even after our new
campus is completed. There are
just a few students here that
don't seem to appreciate the good
things. I could go on, Tom,
knocking at the same type of individuals—those that carve up
furniture, write on walls, and destroy college property. They're all
in the same category, and I believe firmly that all such "students", as they be called, should
be dismissed from college.
You know, a school is only as
good as its students. Improvements at this school, as anywhere
else, requires an "I Care" attitude, as well as the wholehearted
cooperation of the entire student
body.
Sincerely,
Jesse White, '55
President,- Executive Sergeants
Club

Colleges N.E.W.S.
By John Snoddy
The Eskimo Stripper
The University Hatchet (George
Washington University) echos the
report of having a . sensational
stripper on their campus for the
Junior League Follies, merely a
way.of raising money for the junior class. The Eskimo stripper
appeared in a heavy Klondike coat
and coyly doffed her gloves. From
her coat she extracted a string of
l*>tolored kerchiefs and a toy raboit After prolonged cheers and
not a little button trouble, she
emerged from her fur in red underwear from head to toe. How
discouraging!
.Odds And Ends
:
To give the local firemen of the
University of Maryland practice
in fire fighting two fraternities donated their houses. They gave
the reason that the firemen needed factual information about "how
a fire spreads through a building".

He never flirts with pretty girls.
Nor carries samples of their
curls.
In fact, he's really awful nice.
Immune from every sin and vice.
But he has time to change his
ways—
He's been on earth just 30 days.
—The Newberry Indian
And Then There Was The
Professor Who ...
(ACP)—This one has them
laughing at the University of Nebraska
On the first day of second semester classes, a tardy professor
walked into a room where 100
students gathered for a political
science class.
He walked briskly to the blackboard, erased what had been written there and announced, "If
there's anyone not here for Political Science 4, now's the time
to leave."
The students protested. This
was Political Science 1, they said.
Then it dawned on the bewildered
professor, who grinned, apologized, and said "I must be in the
wrong room" and left.
A minute or so later the right
professor came in.

The Northeastern News
Take a guess about how many
disease germs are transmitted
e-ach time you kiss your girl. Well,
according to a report, eight million are transmitted every time
you kiss her. Boy, that would
really mount up on a good date.
But you're not losing anything Editors For A Day . . .
(ACP)—Editors of the Brown
because she transmits the same
number back to you! THE FLAT and White, student newspaper at
HAT (WILLIAM AND MARY) Lehigh University (Pa.), turned
the tables on the administration
recently.
For one issue they served as adThe Age of Thievery
Our staff noticed in "The Game- visers while nearly 50 faculty
cock" that they made mention of "journalists-for-a-night" put out
the robbery incident involving two the paper.
The novice journalists covered
Clemson Cadets.
Recently they cleared up a case assigned meetings, did rewrite,
of robbery on their campus. It drew cartoons, wrote headlines,
seemed that billfolds, watches, did page makeup and performed
and other articles had been miss- all the staff duties in publishing
ing along for months. The cam- the 1-page issue.
pus policemen were called in and
Instead of asking "Why is it that
a suspect picked up. Later he was
convicted of the many robberies I'm not prosperous?", you would
do well to ask "What more can I
en that campus.
do to attain prosperity?" Make
sure that you know what to dothen make sure that you actually
Attention: Gentlemen
. It's a poem entitled "A Gen- do what is required of you.—
James A. Decker in Good Busitleman."
Someone told us this and we ness.
thought we'd pass it on to you.

Verbeke Visits Clemson WHEN WE WERE
To Observe Textile Work
By Joe McCown
By Don Dunlap
One of the latest and most interesting persons on the Ten Years Ago
campus is Raymond Verbeke of Courtrai, Belgium. RayCoach Howard announced that
Clemson would not have a basemond has been in the United States since December.
ball team that year. It was the
Before coming to Clemson Rayfirst time in many years that
mond studied in France where he
Clemson had failed to field a team,
received a degree in textile enbut wartime conditions made it
gineering from the Institute of
impossible.
Technique, Roubaisien, France.
* • * •
He came to Clemson to further
Special
safety
engineering
his studies in textiles and to obcourses were organized in four upserve the operations of some of
state localities by Professor Bratthe textile plants in the United
ton Williams, of Clemson College
States. At the present time Rayfaculty. Professor Williams was
mond is enrolled in two textile
supervisor of Engineering Science
courses and observing at the La
and Management Training ProFrance Mill. His father is a linen
gram, which was sponsored by the
manufacturer in Belgium.
Government, and conducted by
Raymong says that basically the
Army cadets participate in a road march v.nich
ing. All army cadets participated in the march.
Clemson College.
was the first of several outdoor training exertextile machinery in Belgium is
Seniors and juniors received training in the
*
*
•
•
cises scheduled for branch drill this semester.
typical of the machinery that we
problems of control and communications, and
These exercises are designed to acquaint the
techniques involved in the use of the army's
A creamery in Hattisburg Misuse in the United States. "The
cadets with some of the problems they will
latest signal equipment. (Photo by B. F. Marsissippi, sent a representative to
textile department at Clemson is
have to cope with in their summer camp traintin.)
the Clemson Dairy Department for
one of the best equipped departa four week study of milking techments that I have seen," was the
niques. The Clemson method
comment that Raymond rnade
was adopted for commercial use
about his impression of Clemson.
by the creamery.
"In comparing points of educa* • • •
tional values I find this one very
RAYMOND VERBEKE
interesting. In my country oral
Twenty Years Ago
examinations are the means of (TIGER Photo by Jack Trimmier)
Clemson conducted, under the
The Blackmon-Uhler Company
testing one's knowledge in a parauthority of the 4>epartment of
of Spartanburg, South Carolina,
ticular course. In most courses
Agriculture, a gigantic soil survey
will establish funds for two five
no written quizzes are given durprogram. More than five hundred'
hundred "dollar scholarships for
of the semester each student is
thousand separate samples of soil
the 1953-1954 session. One is to
called in for an oral examination.
were analyzed and catalogued unbe awarded to a present junior
The professors have become acder this program, which employed
and one to a freshman.
customed to this type of exams
$50,000 in prizes, topped by a three hundred and twenty men.
and they can determine within a $5,000 cash Grand Prize and two
The recipients for these scholthat Ruey (Red on the head)
The purpose of this project was
Lou (I was hell) Norton finally
short time the amount of knowl- Chevrolet Corvettes sport cars, to help farmers in the selection Southerlen has gone from bad to got out of the cadet corps. What arships will be selected by the
edge the student has obtained highlighted the 1954 edition of the and planting of various crops.
worse. You're filling Bate's shoes does it feel like to be a peon, slob. textile school staff on the basis
from the course."
"Folks Are Fun" photography conof need, ability and of good char* * * *
for Driftwood. Watch it, slob,
-OSCAR SAYSacter from students majoring in
When asked about the American test, sponsored by Sylvania Elec- Thirty Years Ago
you'll pick up some bad habits.
Joe (all the women go for me) textile chemistry and dyeing.
food he said that he liked it very tric Products Inc. This year's
-OSCA- SAYS—
Stackhouse was back on the camA Student Volunteer Convention
much and especially the sand- contest offers amateur photograThe scholarships may be rethat he (Oscar) hears that
wiches. In Belgium they have phers of all ages a chance at a was held at Erskine College. Four- Dick (I'm editor of the TAPS) pus for the dance. He (Oscar) awarded for successive years
thought
we
were
ridof
you,
pest.
teen
Clemson
men
attended
the
about the same types of music jackpot.
McMahon had a rough time -at a How about staying in the lower provided the student maintains
that we, have and the major sport
his good standing. After 1954 a
Also included in the prizes are Student Volunteer Convention, CDA party. He went in like a
part of the state.
among boys and men is soccer.
scholarship may be awarded evtwo cash awards of $1,000 each, held at Due West. Delegates from lamb and came out like a lamb.
all
over
the
world
were
present
-OSCAR SAYS—
ery other year to a freshman stuRaymond had this to say about two 27-inch Sylvania television
—OSCAR
SAYSto help promote relations between
Benny (49 Ford) Amick is pull- dent.
the girls who attend college. "The consoles, $11,000 in U. S. Savings
Alan (the new Moorhead) Can- ing everyone's arm. He's using a
students of all nations.
Any students who are interestgirls in Belgium who attend col- Bonds, 50 Sylvania radio clocks,
non tried out for the cheer lead- sling only when around some of ed and consider themselves eligi* • * •
lege probably diminish their and $7,000 in photo supplies.
ers
squad.
Why
don't
you
give
up
The Commanding Officer of the
the punk officers. Wise up, ble should immediately get furth-'nances of getting married by
To assure each amateur an
slob, you've tried everything.
Amick, there're going to catch up er details for application from
two-thirds. So in Belgium may- equal opportunity, the contest will j Fourth Army Corps visited Clem—OSCAR SAYSthe Dean's Office in the School
with you.
be it doesn't pay a girl who wants be run in two divisions—"Young son on the first of two semi-anthat Robert (I'm happy) Lawof Textiles.
to get married to go to college."
—OSCAR SAYS—
Folks" for contestants under the nual inspections. The results of
Raymond plans to remain in age of 18 and "Grown-Ups" for the inspection were tabulated and horn is having a baby soon. He
George (Diamond George) MorSTOP AT
Clemson until June.
ages 18 and up. Duplicate prizes judged competitively with those (Oscar) hopes that it takes after gan tries hard to be a good boy.
your
wife
and
not
you.
from
other
R.
O.
T.
C.
schools.
By
—750 in each division—will be
You
haven't
got
a
chance,
repul—OSCAR SAYS—
awarded, and entries in both di- this method schools with ROTC
Carl (Fancy Pants) Brabham sive.
For
visions will be eligible for the $5,- units were given their standings
—OSCAB SAYS—
in relation to other schools con- had a cool number at the dance.
000 cash Grand Prize.
Sandwiches
and Shakes
Where'd you get her, over at the
Here it is Enormous Enormous
The theme of the 1954 contest taining simular units.
Open
TU
Midnight
Nightly
cow barn.
Andrishok.
has been selected to provide ama-OSCAR SAYS—
teur photographers with the widest Clayton Attends 4 H
that Demi (Big Man) McClure
The appointment of Dr. Richard possible latitude in their choice
sure
was trying to impress someW. Carter of Columbus, Ohio, as of photos to enter in the contest. Committee Meeting
one at the dance Friday night by
"Any
picture
of
people
having
State Federal Cooperative Agent
fun—at home, at parties, playing Leon O. Clayton, State Boy's 4-H wearing his uniform. Why don't
in South Carolina to lead livestock
games, working at hobbies may be Club Agent, will attend the Na- you wear formals sometime. Don't
disease control and eradication
tional Extension Service 4-H Com- you ever get tired of playing tin
the winner.
Anderson, S. C.
work. He will serve as director
mittee of Land Grant College Or- soldier.
The "Folks Are Fun" contest is ganization and Policy Committee
of the State's livestock Disease
—03CAR SAYS—
and Diagnostic and Research Lab- open to anyone living in the meeting in Denver, Colorado. The
Dave (Warthead) Moorhead
oratory to be built in Columbia. United States or its^ possessions meeting wm be held February 16 was single at the dances. What's
This has been announced jointly except employees of Sylvania, its 18.
the matter, where's your string
by Dr. R. F. Poole and the Agri- advertising agencies, photolamp
The committee is made up of of
dealers
and
their
families,
and
cultural Research Service of the
eight state 4-H club leaders, ex
-OSCAR SAYSUnited States Department of Ag- professional photographers.
tension directors and home dem
Jack (Senior Council Kid) LeyThe contest opens February 17 onstration agents of the land grant
riculture. The appointment was
sath was spreading joy around the
and closes April 30. Winners will colleges in the United States. The
effective February 21.
campus this week-end. Who was
Dr. Carter has been actively en- be announced in July. Entry members of the committee will the pig?
blanks
can
be
obtained
anywhere
gaged in livestock disease control
draw up and pass on policies of
—OSCAH SAYS—
and research since his graduation Sylvania "Blue Dot" flashbulbs 4-H club work in the nation.
that
Bud
(Better watch out)
as a Doctor of Veterinary Medi- are sold.
Edwards played hookey from the
All pictures submitted must il- bulbs, and amateurs may enter dance this week end. Where did
cine from Texas A. and M. College in 1941. During the early lustrate the theme, "Folks Are any number of photographs.
you go, punk?
part of his service with the United Fun" and all prints must be in
PENDLETON, S. C.
black
and
white,
no
smaller
than
States Department of Agriculture
he spent three years as a veterina- 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 and not previously
Complete Sales & Service
rian in Michigan, working partic- published commercially. Every
Registered Jewelers • American Gem Society
ularly toward eradication of tu- picture must be accompanied by
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
berculosis and brucellosis. Later the printed bulb identification
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAB
he transferred to the Department's from the outer wrapper or sleeve
SINCE 1856.
Animal Disease Research Center of any Sylvania flashbulb. PicSouth Carolina
Greenville
at Beltsville, Maryland, where for tures must be taken with flashfive years he carried on research
in animal diseases.
He has gained wide experience
in working with and explaining
the livestock disease programs to
groups Or organizations of farmers, local government personnel,
livestock producers, civic clubs,
transportation officials, and
others.
A native of Denver, Colorado,
Dr. Carter is a member of the
American Veterinary Medical Association and the social fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Blackmon-Uhler
To Establish Two
$500 Scholarships

Photography Contest
Prizes Announced

PATS PLACE

Ohio Man Named
Director Of New
State Laboratory

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

THE ELITE

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.

HALES

Who Me?
I'M DAN.

Baby Of The Week
I RUN DAN'S

He never smokes, he never chews.
| He doesn't know the taste of
booze
| He never swears, nor wants to
fight.
I He doesn't stay out late at night.

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!
Make the 30-day Camel Mildness Test.
Smoke only Camels for 30 days. See for
yourself why Camels' cool mildness and rich
flavor agree with more people than
any other cigarette 1

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
—Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
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agree with more
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
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Tig Tankmen Second in State; ACC Meet Tomorrow
Carter And
Dwight Lead
Runners-Ups
Bill Carter broke a state record and Marion ©wight accounted for 10 of Clemson's 30 points
+ast Saturday, when the Tiger
tankmen took second place ip
the South Carolina State Swimming Meet.
The Citadel, host team, won
first place with a total of 34
By-«-Frank Anderson
points. South Carolina, the only
other team entered, acquired 29
IS THERE A FOUL CIRCLE?
points, .'..',.,
Returning from Raleigh Sunday after our loss to the Carter, in winning the 200
yard backstroke event, knocked
North Carolina State Wolfpaek, we carried the equipment five
tenths »f a, second off the
to the basketball dressing room at the lower end of the record of 2:38.5 set by Winder of
gymnasium. What met our eyes as we entered the door U. S. C. in 1952; The Clemson
of the gymnasium was one of, the biggest problems at Clem- sophomore also swam for the victorious Tiger" 400-yard free style
son^ not to the' Athletic Association only, but to the entire relay team.'
school. , - .........
Dwight won the 220-yard freestyle, placed second in the 100,
The floor of the dark house was hardly recognizable. In- and
anchored the 400-yard relay
stead of a basketball court, it was comparable to the halls team. Rusty Hawes and Bill
Robferts were the other members
in the Main Building.
Clemson's delegation to the A. C. C. swim meet
ston, Summers, Millard, Forcher and Roberts.
of this relay team. Hawes also
This problem has to be coped with after each dance, con- took second in the 50-yard free- in Raleigh which begins tomorrow are (left to
(TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier).
right): Hawes, Sims, Hanckel, Dwight, Langcert, class registration and other activities other than bas; style.
Sims, Darnell, and Hanckle
ketball held in the gymnasium.
each took third place points for
The appearance of the floor cannot be improved by sim the Tigers. Sims scored in the
ply mopping the floor. Activity on the hardwood is so diving, Darnell followed Carter in
backstroke, and Hanckle was
vigorous during one of these occasions, that the dirt and the
third in the 440.
scratches from shoes are ground deep into the surface.
The summary::
The only possible way to get the floor in shape after a 315-yard medlay relay—(Cita- The Clemson Tiger football hopefuls held their first interSauve, Patillo, Forster.
dance or other happenings would be to sand the rough spots del)
squad game in Memorial Stadium on Tuesday afternoon, af220 freestyle—Dwight (Clemaway. For rnany years after the present floor was install- son), Summers (Citadel), Green ter eight days of hard practice in spring training drills.
Our swimming team, second
best in the state, journeyed to
Coach "Goat" McMillan was
ed, this idea worked fine. Now the floor is paper thin to (Citadel).
the head mentor for the first, the line. He stopped several run- Raleigh to participate in the Atthe extent that another sanding would rip up what few 50-yard freestyle —Middleton fourthand fifth squads, while ners back of the line of scrim- lantic Coast Conference swim
(Carolina), Hawes
(Clemson),
fibers remain.
Coach Bob Smith performed the mage for large losses, and was a meet which starts there tomor
Hyde (Citadel).
105-yard individual medley — same chore for the second, third, favorite target for Bussey's aer- row afternoon. One of the Tig'
The mess hall will be moving into the Field House in the Hale
ers' main hopes for honors will
(Carolina), Capwell (Cit- and sixth elevens.
ials.
near future for a couple of months. Plans are underway to adel), White (Carolina).
be
state champion Marion
■ The-white jerseys of Coach
Last year's freshmen firstcompletely revamp the gymnasium. once the mess hall Diving — Lesesne (Citadel), Smith emerged victorious from stringers were running on the Dwight.
(Continued on Page Six)
Dwight, as told by Coach C. M
the battle by the score of 3 to 6. third squad and did well. The
moves to its new building. There should be some way in
There were two very bright line showed up a little weak McHugh, has done a "wonderful
which we could keep our gymnasium in shape so that it
spots in the offensive plays of and the varsity was running jub" this year. He reached his
would compare with other gyms around the South.
the first stirinf. They were full- plays through it for several peak last week against some
back Billy O'Dell and halfback long gains before being stopped mighty good competition when he
This is a harder problem than it might seem at first The
won two first place gold medals
Buck George. O'Dell was serv- by the backfield.
dances cannot.be cut out. They are one of the most iming notice that he was going to be
The Bengals have twelve more and a silver one.
portant parts of our college life here at Ciemsoh as are
The junior sprinter took the
in top condition for the full- days of spring practice to comthe concerts. Also, class registration has to be carried, on The North Carolina State Wolf- back slot as he ripped off seve- plete before the annual Block "C" 220-yard freestyle, and swam for
ral large gain's through the mid- game that is held every year at the victorious 400-yard relay
somewhere.
pack came within one .point of dle of the' line. George returned
team. ' His second place came in
breaking the William Neal Rey- to his old form as he plowed off the end of the spring drills.
the 100-yard freestyle.
At present there is no other place here at Clemson large nolds Coliseum record Saturday
tackle for several good runs.
This is Marion's second and
enough to accommodate all of these activities.
night as they dumped the Clemlast year of swimming at ClemDon King didn't have a
son Tigers 114-59 before approxison. He didn't go out for the
chance to show much of his
Clemson is in the process of reconstruction. It is the mately 4,000. fans.
team
his freshman year; and deoffensive
sparkle
as
he
resincere hope of this writer that in the process of building The sharpshooting Wolfpaek hit
spite the fact he is a junior, he
ceived a blow in the ribs early
on 44% of their shots from the in the afternoon, that sent him
this new Clemson:
won't be able to swim next year,
floor on their own home court. to the hospital for a checkup.
The pre-med major has been acl.That a place which will he comparable to the best bas- The Tigs couldn't seem to connect
cepted by the College of CharlesLarry Frick scored one touchThe Clemson College riflemen ton Medical School after but
ketball courts in the nation will be provided for our hard- as they shot a poor. 29%.
down duringr his tour of duty
As the game commenced, the as field general, but reinsured lost a close match to the Univer- three years here at Tigertown.
woodmen.
Wolfpaek pulled ahead of the his shoulder and was forced sity of Georgia here at Clemson
Marion lettered in his initial
2. That a place where bigger and better dances will b© fighting Tigers. After the first to retire for the rest of the last Friday afternoon. The Bull- year, and was assured a letter the
dog sharpshooters outscored Capt. early part of this season. The ten
two minutes the Bengals could practice.
established.
Tate's gunners 929-912.
hardly buy a point ending up with
points he collected in the state
Tommy Williams took over the
High -man for the afternoon meet last week gave him a total
. 3. That a theatre or concert hall be provided.
nine for the first canto to 25 for quarterback post and did a fairly
"the N. C, Staters.
was strong of Georgia who shot of 53 points for the current sea
good job of running the squad.
4. That a new class registration setup be established.
a total score of 189 out of a
The second quarter was defiClyde White was the defensive possible 200. Moaser of Georgia son.
nitely the best for the Bengals as
Marion will be representing
standout in the forward wall for
they ripped the net for 22 markers the first-stringers. He did some took runner-up honors for the Clemson for the last time this
MORE THAN ONE RECORD WAS THREATENED
afternoon with 188. Harrison of
to 30 for, the Wolfpaek.
blocking and made numer- Clemson and Blitch of Georgia week-end. He will be swimming
In the newspapers last Sunday morning following Clem- After intermission the North good
ous tackles to stop the White placed third in overall scoring in the 220 and 100-yard freestyle
events as well as the 400 yard
son's loss to the North Carolina State Wolfpaek, the Asso- Carolinians poured in 58 markers team's ball carriers.
with 186 markers each.
freestyle relay. If he fails to
the Tigs could muster only
The rest of the line looked fairciated Press release read something like this: "The N. S. while
Summary:
18.
place in any of these three events,
ly
well.
Marazza
and
Kacriiarek.
State Wolfpaek came within one point of setting a Reynolds High scorer for both teams was a pair of boys who bohunked last GEORGIA:
he will still have spent two great
Strong 189, Moaser 186, Blitch years as a Tiger Tankman.
Coliseum scoring record here tonight as they dumped Clem- Bill Yarbourgh who hit for 30 year, showed up well. Laraway 186,
Theriault
184,
Stewart
182.
markers to tie Ames Wells one and Jackson at ends, Avery at
son 114-57".
game record set earlier this year center, and "Killer" Kane com- CLEMSON:
Harrison 186, Moore, J. W., 183,
The Reynolds Coliseum record was not the only record against the Citadel.
pleted the lineup.
Truelove 183, Moore, J. D., 182,
Summery:
After Williams moved up to
tied that night. Billy Yarbourgh, sophomore guard for the Clemson
G F P T the first team following King's Luke 178.
Tigers, showed spectacular form in dumping in 30 points to Ryan, f_
By Bobby Plowden
: _ 0 0 3 0 and Frick's injuries, Charlie BusHAVE YOU NOTICED
0 0 0 0 sey assumed the field general's
tie Ames Wells' record for total points scored by a Clemson Morgan, f
. . . the group of die-hards who
Shook, f _. _.
IT" 0 2
2 position for the White team. He
basketball player.
wait by the P. O. boxes in hopes
Smith, fi
_3
1
3
7 handled himself very well, and
#
that their letter will be put up?
Yarbourgh, who earned his varsity letter last year as a Gagei c _.:____ i 6 1 2 looked good on several passes
. . . the regimental staff looking
c
0
0 ' 2
0" Bussey scored one touchdown on
freshman, dropped out of school during the first semester Crossland,
Wells, g .... _ j
l
2
2
4
like
a bunch of penguins when
but returned at the beginning of the second semester. Al- Varborough, g __ 13 4. 3 30 a quarterback sneak and played Weston Weldon, vocational ag- they dress at close intervals?
a fair defensive game.
ricultural
education
major
of
Ben... the many moans, groans,
5 3 3 13
though he has not started a game, so far he is beginning Holzschuh, g
Jim Coleman and Shot RogRiser, g
0
10
1 ers were the offensive sparks netsville, was elected president of and looks of disgust when the P.
to show his old form.
the Junior 'Y' Council at a meetfor the White team. Rogers ing held recently at the YMCA A. system blares out, "The following disciplinary action has been
Hitting on 13 out of 29 attempts for a phenominal 44.8 per- Totals
24 11 19 59 bohunked' last year, but he
Club Room.
approved . . .?
centage the high scorer used his large: repertire of shots to
showed today that he was afRobert McDaniel, animal husN. C. State
... those lucky souls who find
F P
ter a varsity berts. He bulled bandry junior of Chester, was
prove the most talented performer on the floor for the Ben- Dickman, f
0 0
his way through the line for elected to the post of vice-presi- someone in the movie line to get
gals.
Thompson, f
5
0
good yardage, and played an dent, and William F. Harper, tex- their tickets for them and stand
Dinardo, f
0 0
excellent defensive game. Cole- tile manufacturing junior of York around giving the less fortunate a
Billy's nam is not a new one in the scoring column for Kelley, f
0
0
man was a member of . last will serve as the new treasurer. hard time?
. . . that the Guard Room clock
the Tigers. Many of you remember last year, while play- Tyler, i _ . .
2
2
year's freshman team who is John H. Foster, arts and sciences
0
0
ing in the University of Georgia contest in the "dark house," Stevenson, f
battling for a varsity post this junior of Spartanburg, was electShavlik, c
.
1
0
year. Jim scored one marker ed as the new chaplain.
Yarbourgh hit for 25 points,, using his long set shot as his Dwyer, c .
1
3
and showed the coaches some
These new officers will serve for
main weapon.
Bell, g _
2 2
fine broken field running. He the second semester of the 1953Molodet, g
1
0
was also on the receiving end 54 school year.
Gotkin, g
2
0
of a couple of Bussey's passes.
NEWS FROM AN ALUMNUS
Projects for the coming semesAdams, g
2
1
Willie Smith was a standout in ter were tentatively planned.
Scheffel, g __.__
2
0
Recently I received a letter from Lt., Charles Mieburg, Applebaum, g
1
1
Clemson alumnus and former editor of the TIGER Charles Kincaid, g
2 0

First Inter-Squad Game Dwight Top
Held; Many Standouts Swimmer
For Tigers

N. C. State Wins
Over Tigers In
Game At Raleigh

Georgia Outs hoots
Clemson Riflemen
In Close Match

Bobby's Boobies

Weldon To Head
Jr. Y' Council

.

Tigers Send Nine To
AC Conference Meet
Raleigh Site of Event
part of Clemson's tankmen who
placed second in the state meet
held last week-end at The Citadel.
The conference meet is run on
the order of the Olympic games, in
which no team champion is officially declared, but individuals
vie for honors. The 400-yard
freestyle relay and the 300-yard
medley relay are the only team
events.
Marion Dwight, Rusty Hawes,
Ronald Carter, and Bill Roberts,
members of the 400-yard relay
event, are one of the Tigers' main
The Clemson College netmen hopes for honors. These boys,
recently began working out in state champs, have been .knockearnest for their tough 1954 sche- ing seconds off of their time right
dule which includes many state along this year, and promise a
good showing in this week-end's
and out of state powers.
meet.
Opening April 1st with the University of South Carolina, the One of these boys, Carter, has
netmen are building around four been doing some fine fishwork
of last year's lettermen. Si, last lately, and should gain recogniyear's number one man, will be tion in at least one of the four inback to retain his position as will dividual events he intends to
be Moxley, newly elected cap swim. He is entered in the 50 and
tain, Baker and James.
These 100-yard freestyles, and the 100
and 200-yard backstrokes.
men will be backed strongly by
The other members of the-pretwo of last year's men who did
not letter, but played a fine mentioned quartet have their
brand of tennis last season, Lin work cut out for them, too.
Sprintmen Hawes and Roberts
sey and Lander.
Two new boys, Seabrook and are entered in the 50 and 100
Woodward, have shown up for freestyle events while Dwight
goes after the 100 and 220. The
varsity practice this year and
remaining f ree-styler, distance
show much promise.
man Frank Hanckle, joins Dwight
Although the season's sche- in the 220 as well as swimming
dule is incomplete at the pres- his specialty, the 440.
ent time, Coach Hoke Sloan has
Both Jack Langston and "Wes"
lined up ten matches.
Summers, sophomore breastSo far Coach Sloan has obtained home meets with the Univer strokers, are listed in the 100 and
sitw of Maryland, the University 200-yard events.
of South Carolina, the University This leaves co-captain and diver
of Georgia, Wofford College, and Pinckney Sims of the varsity men.
the College of Charleston. Games Sims has had success on the
scheduled away include Wake boards this year, and should aid
Forest, the University of South the Bengals' cause.
The freshmen distanceman,
Carolina, The Citadel, College of
Charleston and Wofford. Coach Wesley Millard, is entered in the
Sloan has contacted some more 220 and 440 in his group.
schools for matches this season,
but none of them are definite yet
The coach expressed regret on
having such a • small group to
work with. He said "Although
the group we have is great, it is
always advantageous to have
CLEMSON, S. C.
more men than just the six who
BOX OFFICE HOURS
will be playing the matches."
Anyone interested in going out
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
for the tennis team is requested
12:55 p.m. • 9:15 p.m.
to get in touch with either Coach
SATURDAY
Sloan or Captain Moxley.
1:55 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
The present varsity tennis ladder is as follows:' "
1. Si
FRD3AY and SATURDAY
2. Moxley
February 26th and 27th
3. Baker
4. James
5. Woodward
6. Seabrook
with Guy Madison
7. Linsey
Filmed in CinemaScope
8. Lander
FRESHMAN TENNIS
In addition to the varsity
MONDAY and TUESDAY
team, Coach Sloan is presently
March 1st and 2nd
working with a group of freshmen netmen who, he hopes, will
round out into varsity material
by next year.
with Fernando Lamas and
zThe following boys have been
Rhonda Fleming
showing promise in the freshman
Filmed in Technicolor
group: Mitchell, Wise, Norris,
Scarpa, Theos and Byers. Coach
Sloan would like to see any freshWED. through SAT.
men who are interested in playMarch 4th through 6th
ing tennis.

Eight varsity swimmers and one
freshman swimmer accompanied
Coach C. M- McHugh to the Atlantic Coast Conference swimming
meet which began this afternoon
in Raleigh.
These boys constitute a large

Tennis Team Begins
Drills; Initial Match
Set For April First

CLEMSON
THEATRE

• •••**

'THE COMMAND'

• *•**•

'JIVARO'

• •****

and the tower clock are never together?
■ • •
... all the seniors walking
around with one hand waving in
the breeze?
. . . the crowd which always
seems to be present at Dan's?
Well, have you?

'THE GLENN MILLER
STORY'
with James Stewart and
June Allyson
Color by Technicolor

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
—E n g i n e e r s—

GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

BAILES-McCRACKEN

had just returned to Fort Monmouth, N. J., from New York
City where he had seen Furman University topple Manhattan College in Madison Square Garden.
Reading his letter makes one realize that Furman and
Frank Servy are doing a great job for South Carolina.
Charles wrote, "I never thought I would drive two miles
to see Furman play, let alone 50. But it was well worth
the time and the money."

Totals
46 24 10 113
Free throws missed: Clemson—
Smith 3, Gage 2, Rizer, Ryan 2,
Wells. N. C.'State—Tyler 2, Scheffel, Thompson 2, Shavlik 2, Dwyer 2.

Towle. Reed and
Barton Sterling

STONE BROTHERS

and

108 NORTH MAIN STREET

Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil — — — — — — — — — Washing
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline — — — — Greasing
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY

LET YOUR
MONEY
EARN MORE
Aaccounts Insured To
$10,000. Accounts
Opened by 10th Earn as of

is turning the store upside down for

3%
Per Annum
Current
Dividends

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26 AND
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27
THE STORE YOU KNOW

The 1st of the Month.

WITH SAVINGS GALORE

McLEES BROS.

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

JEWELERS

J. B. WOODSON, President

Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406
Phone 74*

DOLLAR DAYS

107 N. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

BAILES-McCRACKEN CO.
SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA
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Fellowships Are
Offered at Three
Southern Schools

Tigers Entertain Earl Wooten's
Pelzer Bears Tonight; End Regular
Season Against Davidson Saturday

Students interested In public
affairs and public service careers
who receive their Bachelor degree next June have been offered an opportunity to apply for
Followships providing the opportunity of studying at three different universities. The Fellowships
carry stipends of $1,200 a year and
college fees.
Beginning in June, 1954, fellows will serve an internship with
a public agency such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, or .a department in a city or state government. The 1954-55 school session
will be organized to provide fellows an opportunity to take graduate courses at three universities:
The University of Alabama, The
University of Tennessee and The
University of Kentucky.
Completion of the twelve
months training period entitles
Fellows to a certificate in Public
Administration. Fellows are
awarded a Master's Degree at
either of the three participating
universities upon
satisfactory
completion of the,Master's Thesis
and after passing examinations for
the Master's Degree.
For eligibility requirements and
other information students are invited to see the head of the political science department or to
write to: Educational Director,
Southern Regional Training Program in Public Administration,
University of Alabama, University, Alabama. The deadline for
submitting applications is March
10, 1954.

The Clemson College Basketeers
wind up their regular season contest this week playing host to Felzer Mill in an exhibition tilt tonight, and against a mediocre Davidson quintet Saturday night.
The Tigs, who lost to Pelzer
Philip Porcher, president of the
earlilr this year, will be playing
Canterbury Club of Holy Trinity
host to the mill team for the first
Episcopal Church, Clemson, Epistime in several years. Led by Earl
copal organization for College
Wooten, the Bears paced second to
Students, has announced the plans
Dunean in the annual Dixie Leaof the club for Lent 1954.
gue Tournament held at Enka last
The Lenten programs will folweek. Two former Bengal hardlow closely a new book ^entitled
woodmen are currently starring
"Campus Gods on Trial" by Chad
for the textile team. John McThree of the outstanding Tiger riflemen are pictured during the
Walsh, professor of English at
recent match with the University of Georgia. Left to right:
Graw is running at center while
Beloit College, Beloit, Wisconsin.
Lancaster, Watson and Holman. (TIGER Sports Photo by Jack
Tommy McCullough is starting
The series of programs will
Trimmier).
for the Bears at forward.
begin on Ash Wednesday, March
Incidently, Wooten holds the
3, at 6:00 p. m., and will continue
fieldhouse record for points scored
each Wednesday night until Easin a varsity game as he cracked
ter. The program will include a
the net for 39 against the Tigers in
Worship Service each week with
1945.
sermon by the rector, the Rev. R.
The Country Gentlemen hope
L. Oliveros.
A tentative schedule of proto wind up their season with a
EARLE WOOTEN
In addition to the worship ser- grams for the Freshman YMCA
victory over the Wildcats of Davice, the following programs Council set up for the month of
vidson in the Dark House Satur- Buddy Shook. Shook, who start- dealing with the various chapters March, has been announced by
ed
at
the
beginning
of
the
season,
day night. Although the two
in the book "Campus Gods on Joe Taylor, president of the
By the year 2054 the United
TIGER photographer gets a unique shot of baseball practice
teams have not met earlier in the rode the bench for the first part Trial" have been arranged:
from behind the backstop. The baseballers have approximately
group.
of
the'North
Carolina
State
tilt
as
States will have become the
season,
the
Wildcats
are
expected
On Ash Wednesday, the Rev.
a month of practice left before their first encounter. (TIGEK
The schedule is as follows:
United American Empire, consistto bring a mediocre team to Tiger- Tommy Smith took over. Bill Mr. Oliveros will lead a discus^
Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier).
Yarbourgh
broke
into
the
lineup
March 1—Talk by Joe O'Cain ing of all North and South Amertown.
sion
on
the
home
background,
Probable starters for the Ben in the early part of the game and the effect it has on the student (joint meeting with Sophomore ica, one of three nations on earth
gals against the Southern Confer- finished the night with a total of when he gets to college, and what Council).
. . . Space travel will create new
ence quintet will probably deviate 30 points for the night. Smith is .the student is seeking in college. March 7—Council members will problems with a race among nathe
stronger
of
the
two
on
refrom the starting lineup of the
A portion of these introductory give deputation program at An- tions for the colonization of habitTigers at the first of the season. bounds, while Yarbourgh perhaps ideas will be dramatized by the derson College. Taking part on able planets . . . Charts of insurGuards Ames Wells and Bruce has a better eye for the basket.
the program will be Joe Taylor, ance companies will show the
student's.
This is the last regular schedHolzschuh will stay intact as will
Bill DuBose, Mack Boger, Pick average life-span to be 114 years.
On
Wednesday,
March
10,
Pror
center Charlie Gage and forward uled engagement for the Tigers. fessor J. K. Williams will speak Collins, Larry McHaffey.
Two of the brighter stars in the
These are some of the predicThey will travel to the Atlantic
The basketball program in in- Barry Ryna. Vieing for the other
freshman edition of Clemson
March 8—Vesper program and tions made in manuscripts reCoast Conference tournament next to the students on Comparative
Religion and will lead a discus- hamburger supper, YMCA Cabin. ceived to date from students in the
basketball this year were Dave tramural sports is nearing its end. starting forward position will be
sion following his talk as to the
Bauman and Bill Red" Landers The elimination tournament com- Bill Yarbourgh, Tommy Smith and Thursday.
PICTURES AT
March 15—Dr. G. H. ' Aull $2,000 collegiate science fiction
posed of the top sixteen teams in
relationship of Christianity to speaker. Refreshments will be contest sponsored by IF Magazine
from Asheville, N. C.
Dave, a budding young center the league will begin next Monthese other world religions.
served.
for undergraduates in the United
On Wednesday, March 17, Profor the Bengals and "Red," a day, March 1. Tournament scheMarch 22—-Panel discussion on States and Canada.
fessor Emerson E. Waite, Jr., will "The Race Question in South
' guard, both received their pri- dules will be sent to athletic offiEarly, pre-deadline response THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
mary education at Lee Edwards cers of each team next Monday
present the psychological ap- Carolina."
from students of1 78 colleges is imhigh school in Asheville. It is and the first games are scheduled
proach to religion and lead a
"MOGAMBO"
March 29—Informal discussion pressive and shows that young
both surprising and benefacial to begin at 7:00 p. m.
discussion on the absolete and the
on
"Personal
Worship
and
Praymen and women of today are Ava Gardner
relative in religion.
that two such fine prospects
Clark Gable
There have been 19 teams in
Korean colleges, for three years "exiled" to Pusan where On Wednesday, March 24, Dr. er." Leader, the Rev. G. R. eager to express • their opinions
should come from the same high the league with over 500 boys
Also
"QUO
VADIS"
school. It isn't often that two participating. At the end of this they were housed in shacks and huts made of crating lum- Howard Hunter will speak on Cannon, pastor of the Clemson and speculations on what their
country will be 'like a century Robert Taylor Deborah Kerr
-such promising stars who played week these teams will have playScience as a religion and lead a Methodist Church.
Council meetings are held each from now. Although none of the
> together should enter Clemson at ed 79 games beginning the first ber, have in recent weeks returned to Seoul, site of most discussion on the relationship beFRIDAY, 26th
Monday night at 6:00. Any mem' entrees will be judged until after
the same time. This fact should of December
tween science and religion.
and continuing permanent university campuses.
aid the Tigers some. in the next through February.
Group dynamics will be em- ber of the freshman class is eligi- the contest closes on May 15th, a
The trip home was a hard one Frances S. Fulton, points out, how'
"BLACKBEARD THE
brief scanning of the manuscripts
ble to become a member.
few years because these two boys
Games have been scheduled on and the problems facing returning ever, that "there wasn't half a car- ployed at the meeting on March
shows
that
most
popular
subjects
PIRATE"
. have played together all of the Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and students and professors are-over- load of really good furniture or 31, and April 7, at which time
are space travel, government,
■way through high school.
Friday nights of each week, ex- whelming. Dr. George =,Paik, equipment in the lot" and adds, the following questions will be
Linda
Darnell,
Robert Newton
electronics, synthetics and human
Bauman, standing at 6-3, ex- cept during the examination pe- Chairman of the WUS affiliate in "but it is all we have so we must considered by the group: 'Is
relations.
celled in three major sports riod or when the courts were not Korea (the Korean Student; Relief use it until we can get more; in There a God?"; "What of ProgSATURDAY MORNING
while attending high school. available because of
Since professional writers atcollege Committee) and President of Cho- this bombed and looted place all ress?"; "Miracles"; "Objectivity
He received three letters in games, concerts and dances.
lumber
and
building
materials
are
and
Self-reliance";
"True
Freesun Christian University,-writes
tending colleges are barred, man"NO TIME FOR
each of three sports, basketexhorbitantly high."
don"; "What has a 'spiritual' reuscripts will be judged for ideas
from Seoul:
The
winner
of
the
elimination
FLOWERS"
ball, football and track.
"We are now repeating the
and imagination more than actual
Scenes of devastation greeted ligion go't to do with life?"; "HeaDuring his junior year at Lee tournament will be declared the life that we endured during the
writing skill,, and students are to
the returning universities. At ven and Hell"; "The Problem of
Viveca
Lindfors
I Edwards, Dave was placed on the basketball champions for the early phase of Communist agEwha, students found the top Sin and Suffering"; "Christians:
The annual meeting of the make <, their predictions in novels
1953-54
season.
Also
during
the
-'•
Paul
Christian
all state team for his outstandgression,, as far as an unsettled
two floors of the Administration hypocrites, sour, a'nd unreal"; South Carolina Horticultural So- ette form of approximately 10,000"
ing play in basketball. In addi- week an All - tournament team state of affairs is concerned. The
building gone. The Science Hall "The Church: Political and Split". ciety is being held today and to- words.
MARCH 1
tion to this, his senior year he will be picked and the most out- housing situation in Seoul is beWednesday of Holy Week, April morrow, February 25 and 26, at
has no doors on any rooms and
A copy of the contest rules may
received all-state honorable men- standing intramural player will yond description. Many stufew windows. Every building 14, will bring the Rev. John the City Recreation Center at be had by sending a post card to
"THE ACTRESS'
tion in football and placed sec- be chosen.
dents cannot come up to Seoul
needs window glass. Rooms are Pinckney back to the. campus to Sparptanburg.
IF Magazine, Kingston, New York. Jean Simmons Spencer Tracy
The teams with percentage rat- because they cannot get accomond in the polt vault at the state
lead
a
meditation
on
"Christ,
the
scarred by shell holes and bullet
During the meeting panel dis- Students submitting manuscripts
ings through February 19 are as modation. Those who have come
meet.
fragments in woodwork and One True Living God."
cussions,
informal discussions must have them in the mails befollows:
Any student who desires may among the horticulturists of the fore midnight May 15, 1954. Winto Seoul room in crowded quarplaster. Coal for the furnaces,
MARCH 2
Also during his senior year,
ters. There are one or two primany of which no longer work, attend any of this series of pro-, state and speakers will be heard. ners will be announced nationally
the lanky athlete captained his
- Percentage Rating
"STAGE DOOR"
vate undertakings on a small
grams.
basketball and track team. That
is not to be found.
D. L. White, president of the so- the first week in September.
—.714
scale to ease the situation, but
^season he scored 23 points per
Katherine
Hepburn
ciety and peach growers of HartsBut the real problems cannot be
none of this work gives assur- solved as easily as a building is
game for the Asheville high.
ville, will make a report on the
Ginger Rogers
ance to last through the cold rebuilt or damage repaired. They
school basketballers. His best
progress that is being made in the
FANT'S CAMERA
winter which , is rapidly ap- are rooted in the poverty of the
basketball effort came against
peach industry. Mr. White and
MARCH 3-4
proaching. Furthermore, infla- Korean people and the havoc
Greensboro when he dumped in
J. Roy Ferre, acting leader, ExSHOP
tion of our national currency caused by war. Korean students
33 points in a single game.
"FOREVER FEMALE"
tension Horticulture, have recently
Everything in
and the rise of prices make it desperately need furniture for
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of returned from Fresno, California, PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
His last year of high school,
Ginger Rogers, William Holden
almost prohibitive for students their classrooms, books for tfieir the School of Textiles, attended where they attended a peach
ANDERSON, S. C.
Dave played on the hardwood for
to have the proper clothing and libraries, equipment for their lab- the annual meeting of the Cotton meeting..
a team in the commercial league
food. As the people resettle in oratories, a place to sleep, food Research Clinic. This meeting A number of the college perin Asheville, scoring 25 points per
Seoul, jobs for the student pop- and clothing, and part-time em- was held in the Carolina Hotel, sonnel from Clemson will attend
contest.
ulation become very scarce. I ployment—needs which cannot be Pinehurst, North Carolina, Feb this meeting. Included in this
Dave has not limited his athbelieve every college and uni- met through their own efforts to ruary 17, 18 and 19.
list will be horticulturists, patholPiece Goods of Every Description
letic ability to the hardwood
versity in Seoul faces a decline help themselves.
Thursday morning, Dr.' Brown igists, and entomologists.
while at Clemson. During the
Across from Fair Grounds
in student enrollment. I feel
Eight of the horticulture majors
Miss Fulton says of the Seoul spoke on "Some Methods of Re
fall, he played as a reserve end
that we must do something imon the standout freshman footcampus, "After the shacks and ducing Card Neps". Dr. Brown from Clemson will also attend
ANDERSON, S. C
mediately to relieve the student
sheds of Pusan this is like be- also gave a report pertaining to the meeting on February 26. Those
ball team. He also plans to go
situation in Korea."
ing moved into a newly-vacated the Clemson Pre-twister for Rov- attending will be Ross Weed of
out for the track team.
Among the colleges which made Grand Central Station without a ing Frames. The Clemson pre- Irmo, Arthur Wilson of Bamberg,
This winter Bauman started in
Bandthe trek back to its Seoul cam
stick of furniture to your twister is a device for making Harry Burnette of Spartanburg,
every contest for the Baby BenVets—
pus once the armistice was signSd name." Half a carload of more even roving at no extra cost Bobby Frierson of Denmark,
gals. Although he scored 13
is Ewha Woman's University "really good furniture" for to the manufacturer. The Cotton Francis Cates of Wadmalaw IsDad Cadets
429
points per game, his passing abiliSoftball will begin on March 15 President Helen Kim writes, "On buildings which sprawl over a Research Clinic is sponsored by land, Joe Cunningham of Lancasty and rebounding also were
August 15 the University Council
valuable assets to Coach "Rock" when it is expected that every made the decision to move back to campus of fifty acres! Here is the National Cotton Council of ter, Don Dunlap and Fennel Craig
America.
of Rock Hill.
a measure of Ewha's need.
Company
will
have
a
team
as
Norman's quintet.
the Seoul campus. It took a full
World University Service sponRed Landers, another gift o* well as some club or faculty month to pack and load, unpack
sors a program of aid to Korean
Lee Edwards high school to teams.
and unload seventeen box cars.
Clemson College along with BauAthletic officers and team cap Our entire staff moved back with University students and faculty.
American college contributions
man, was also a standout in ath- tains will be called for a meet- the University . . .*'
have already purchased more than
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
letics in high school. The 5-11 ing next week to discuss the softOrders were to take everything! $8,000 worth of CARE food and
guard also earned three letters in ball program
—Open 24 Hours—
Students and faculty members
each of, three «sports—basketball,
A golf tournament will be carried every chair, bench, table, textile parcels for Korea, and contributions from American founda21-2
Miles
Out
of Clemson on Seneca Highway
football and baseball.
staged if there are enough players scrape of lumber, packing box,
. (Continued on Page Six)
Perhaps "Red's" junior year to enter. There are quite a
and piece of electrical wiring
-was his best on the hardwood. number of students who play which had been in use on the PuThat year the flashy ball hand- golf, and their game could be san "campus-in-exile." Even the
ler scored 13 points per game, improved through practice enter temporary sheds were torn down
and was selected on the all- ing in a tournament. Anyone in- and the lumber and canvas loadconference basketball team. His terested in such an event contact ed onto boxcars.
senior year, although he got a Mr. Cooper at the "Y!
An Ewha faculty member,
late start, he .dumped _in ..16
points per game.
While he stood out in basketball his junior year, his honors
switched to football during his
Heating and Air Conditioning
last year in high school. As a
tailback "Red" landed a position
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.
on the all-conference and all-state
football teams. In post season
gridiron activities, Red played in
the Optimist Bowl and the North
Carolina-South Carolina Shrine
Bowl.
Like his teammate, Bauman,
Bill started in every contest for
(Continued on Page Six) .
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Students report that in "taking a stand on comDrake's will set the pace In
fort", they enthusiastically endorse Arrow Shorts.
—STYLE
Arrows are designed for ease with such features
—QUALITY
as no binding center seams. Wide range of fabrics,
—REASONABLE PRICES

Lenton Programs
Are Announced
For Episcopalians

Freshman T Council Students Make
Schedule Announced Predictions For

Next 100 Years

L

TOPS FOR FROSH

Snlramural B'ball
Program Nears End;
D-3 C-4 Tied For Top

x

CLEMSON T

Ex/7eo" Korean Colleges
Recently Return To Seoul

Horticultural
Society Conclave
Held February 25-26

Dr. Brown Attends
Annual Cotton Clinic

SMITH CLOTH SHOP

Students Back Arrow Shorts
in Big Swing to Comfort

Bill & Haltie's Drive - In Restaurant

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.

TIGER TAVERN
NOW OPEN ALL DAY

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

styles and colors now at all Arrow dealers.

OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Hours: 7 a. m. Tjl Midnight

DRAKES
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

ARROW
»»

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

TRADE ® MARK

>■

SHIRTS • TIES ■ UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTSWEAR
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Grass Roots Ambassadors

Bennie Wiggins (left) and Fred McLaughlin (right) discuss their
experiences on their trip to Europe last summer as members of
the International Farm Youth Exchange Program. Wiggins
■worked in the Scandinavian countries and Switzerland, and Wiggins in England. (Tiger Photo by Jack\ Trimmier).

Farm Exchange Students
Relate Travel Experiences
By Ronald North
Last June, Fred McLaughlin and Bennie Wiggins, two of
Clemson's juniors, began their tour of Europe as members
of the International Farm Youth Exchange Program. The
two "Grass Roots Ambassadors" returned to the United
States in time to begin their studies at Clemson where they
left off last Jurre, but from the reports that were turned in
and in conversations with the IFYE students, it is quite apparent that their outlook toward the world situation, agriculture, business, and people is now much broader.
McLaughlin is an animal hus- countries visited by Wiggins are
bandry major from Florence who very small as compared with
has established an enviable record American standards, but these
in 4-H work along the lines of people who have lived in an overproject activities and holding im- populated country for centuries
portant offices in the Pee Dee have learned to practice very efdistrict. Wiggins is a dairy major ficient methods of production and
from Hopkins and was very ac- conservation.
tive in 4-H activities for several
Both Wiggins and McLaughlin
years and has been presented a express the opinion that Amerinumber of important awards for cans have much to learn from the
his efforts.
old countries on many of the basic
The Youths underwent an ex- principles of living and especially
tensive orientation and training in efficient production.
period in Washington to prepars
On the lighter side, the inhabithem to meet some of the manj tants of Great Britain and Switsituations they would likely meet zerland were found to use as much
in a foreign country. This brief- or more slang terms as Ameriing program also served to broad- cans do and this presented quite
en the interests of the student*: a problem to the exchangees in
about our own country and to their attempt to master the native
distribute the agricultural ambas- language. Also, they have adoptsadors in a manner that would ed many American cultural traits,
put representatives of different especially in the field of entersections of the U. S. together. Af- tainment and music. These peoter this training program the ple are very fond of our popular
"Grass Roots Ambassadors" set music. In fact they listened to
sail for a look at agriculture in popular music and jazz at all
the old world.
times except at the festivals and
Wiggins major work was in the pageants.
Scandinavian countries and more
Wiggins and McLaughlin stated
specifically in Switzerland, while that in their opinion there really
McLaughlin concentrated his work was no difference between the
in England and Wales.
nations and people they were assoThe IFYE Students travelled to ciated with and this Nation and
most of the important towns and her people except the geographicommunities in their respective cal barriers as far as their outlook
countries, but their visits were not and purposes in life were concernjust for the joy of touring the ed.
country. They were visitirig as
The differences in modes and
representatives of the rural youth culture between the countries serof America and this responsibility ved to broaden the outlook of the
placed them in a position to meet IFYE Students toward life and inthe citizens and discuss the prob- crease the possibilities of world
lems of the world as citizen to peace through a more thorough
citizen. They made talks to vari- understanding of what makes each
ous farm and civic organizations other "tick".
wherever they went.
What both boys thought was the
most interesting and educational I
phase of the program was the sys- ■. ■ « TL * V
tern whereby each delegate was 11 € IU
HIS iCOr
assigned to a rural home where he
lived as a member of the family
during his stay in that particular
For many years the Horticularea. With this method of con- tural Department of Clemson Coltact and study being used, the stu- lege has grown and sold tomato,
dents had the opportunity to get eggplant, pepper and a number
down to the people of the land, of flowering plants. This year
and get an insight into their so- there will be no plants for sale
cial, cultural and economic, and due to the tearing down of the
religious patterns. In this man- present greenhouses. The new
ner they could also study the re- agricultural buildings are to be
actions of these people toward the located where the present greenAmerican position and politics in houses now stand and since the
regard to the rest of the world. new buildings will get underway
One of the quite interesting ob- before vegetable and flower plants
servations made by the exchangees are set in the field or garden, the
was the fact that most of the Horticultural Department will not
populace in both countries enoy have the use of its greenhouses
their life to the fullest extent in until next fall. The present
a very humble manner with greenhouses will be moved to a
everyone in the family taking part new site and it is expected that
in the work. Also the people are this operation will begin by the
satisfied with their basic diet middle of March.
which which is practically always
made up of a very few staple1—.-. TA KJtfJulEkl
foods such as potatoes which they '
(Continued from Page Four)
have nearly every day.
(ClemThe farms and estates in these Peel (Carolina), Sime
son).
LANDERS, BAUMAN
100-yard freestyle — Middleton
(Carolina), Dwight (Clemson),
(Continued from Page Five)
the Bahy Bengals and wound Sauve (Citadel).
200-yard backstroke — Carter
McLaughlin are, on the average,
up the eason with a 14 point (Clemson), Williams (Citadel),
average per fracas. His best Darnell (Clemson).
200-yard breaststroke — Hale
college effort came against the
(Citade/).
Furman Baby Paladins when (Carolina), Forster
he dumped in 32 points, using Dean (Carolina).
440-yard
freestyle — Green
his deadly set shot as his main
(Citadel), Thompson (Citadel),
weapon.
Varsity Coach Banks McFaddin Hanckle (Clemson).
420-yard
freestyle relay —
is expecting these two boys to
Roberts,
Hawes,
boost his varsity to a great ex- (Clemson)
Dwight, Carter.
tent in the next few years.

No Plant Sales
By Hort. Dept.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

Three Botanists
Attend Southern
4nricullure Meet
Three members of the botany
department at Clemson, Dr. G.
M. Armstrong, head of the department, Dr. C. H. Arndt, plant
pathologist, and Dr. J. B. Whitney, plant physiologist and two
pathologists from the Pee Dee
Experiment Station at Florence,
Dr. T. W. Graham and Dr. Q. L.
Holdeman went together to the
recent annual meeting of the
Southern Agricultural Workers at
Dallas, Texas.
Dr. Armstrong presented a paper which was a joint contribution by him and Dr. J. K. Armstrong before the Cotton Disease
Council. He was chairman of the
Fusarium Wilt committee of the
Council, a member of its nominating committee, and was also
chairman of the nominating committee for the Southern Division
c: the American Phytopathological Society. Dr. Arndt as chairman of the Seedling disease committee of the Cotton Disease
Council, took a part in its discussions and the development of
plans for cooperative experiments throughout the cotton belt.
Dr. Whitney, as secretary of
the Southern Division of the
American Society of Plant physiologists, had a part in the arrangement of its program, presided at one session, and also was a
joint author of a paper which was
presented before the Division.
Drs. Graham and ..oi. :man
both presented papers before the
Phytopathological
Society aad
took parts in a panel discussion
of nematode problems in the
South.

First Near East
Essay Contest
Is Announced
The Syrian and Lebanse American Federation of the Eastern
States has announced its First Annual Near East Essay Contest.
This annual essay has a threefold purpose, to encourage American youth to grasp reliable information about the Middle East, to acquaint America with a genuine understanding about the common interest shared by The Arab World
and the United States, and to promote better understanding between
these two nations.
The subject of the essay is "What
is America's Stake in the Arab
World?". The awards are a $100 U.
S. Savings Bond and a Trophy. Second prize is a $50 U. S. Savings
Bond and Trophy. Five "Honorable
Mention" scrolls will also be given.
The judges are Dr. Bayard
Dodge, President Emeritus, American University of Beirut, Lebanon;
Msgr. Thomas McMahon, Secretary
Catholic Near East Welfare Association; and Dr. Millar Burrows,
Chairman, Dept. of Near Eastern
Languages and Literature, Yale University.
The contest which is open to all
citizens of the United States, must
be typewritten on only one side of
the paper, and not be longer than
3,000 words in length. To have
an essay considered by the judges,
they must be post marked before
July 15, 1954.
Address all manuscripts to the
Eastern States Federation, 420 Bond
Building, 1404 New York Ave., N.
W., Washington, D. C.
All entries become the property of
the Federation and the decision of
the judges is final.

'EXILED' KOREAN
(Continued from Page Five)
tions of more than $18,000 have
been earmarked for a long-term
building program at Korean university centers. Contributions to
WUS earmarked for Korea will do
much to meet student needs like
these described above.

Thursday, February 25, 1954

Rooms Rapidly Taking Shape
Windows and Partitions
Are Being Assembled
Section 'E' Of New Barracks To
Contain Mess Hall And Canteen
By Lawrence Starkey, Jr.
It is really amazing what can be done in a few days! Only
a short time ago, crude iron columns were piercing the sky
irregularly while a continuous unloading of new materials
was taking place. Yes, it was a seemingly endless process.
But now the line of the brick is rising, the various partitions
are being assembled, more ground is being cleared, and at
last the skill and ingenuity of many designers, engineers,
and construction experts is becoming visible. It is no wonder that almost every student who passes the project seems
to have that "I can hardly wait" air about him.

Workmen have-begun to put up the glass and
metal outside walls of the new barracks. Wall
lockers have been installed in some of the rooms

in the west wing, and room partitions are rapidly being put into place. (TIGER Photo by
Jack Trimmer).

2 Textile Majors Cheerleader Try-Outs Cushman Speaks At
Now Being Held Meeting Of Dairy Club
Attend National Are
Approximately fifteen students Jimmy Cushman, Clemson dairy
came out for the cheerleaders graduate in the class of 1951, was
Phi Psi Meeting
spring tryouts held in the Main

M. U. Gainer, textile engineering senior of Chester and president of the Clemson chapter
(Iota) Phi Psi, National honorary
textile fraternity, and T. A.' Hendricks, associate professor of textiles, are attending the 51st annual convention of Phi Psi at the
Carolina Inn, Pinehurst, N. C,
February 25-27.
Dr. L. H. Hance, President of
Institute of Textile Technology at
Charlottesville, Va., and a graduate of Clemson College, will be
one of the main speakers.

Building Monday night.
Three regular squad members
and two alternates will be chosen
from those working out with the
old members of the squad.
George Bennett, head cheerleader for next year, says he
plans to hold practices through
next week when final eliminations will be held.

the principal speaker at the Clemson Dairy Club, Tuesday night,
February 23. His talk was about
the South Carolina Dairy Commission.
While a student at Clemson
Jimmy was very active in extra
curricula activities. He is now
Director of the South Carolina
Dairy Commission.

Exam Announced
By Civil Service
The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced -an examination for Student Aid Trainee
for filling positions in the fields
of. chemistry, physics, mathematics, metallurgy, and engineering.
The positions pay $2,950 and $3,175 a year and are located in various Federal agencies in Washington, D. C, and vicinity.
To qualify, applicants must pass
a written test and be college sophomores or juniors whose major
study is in one of the fields listed
above.
Further information and application forms may be secured at
many post offices throughout the
country and from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington
25, D. C. Applications will be accepted by the United States Civil
Service Commission until further
notice. However, the first'written
test will be held on March 27,
1954, and applicants wishing to
be scheduled for that test must
have their applications on file not
later than March 2, 1954.

"The Tunes", a female trio from Walhalla, will be featured on the
program of the '54 Varieties sponsored by the Junior Class, to
be held in the College Chapel, Thursday night, March 4. AH
proceeds from the show will go towards the annual Junior-Senior
banquet.

GENE ANDERSONS
"ONE OF CAROLINA'S BETTER STORES"
ANDERSON
SOUTH CAROLINA

ALL A MATTER OF TASTE
for *>%$*£* }& pad<«l.

ot

0niversity

American Legion
Auxiliary To Give
Square Dance
The American Legion and the i
Auxiliary is giving a square dance
in the little gym at the Field
House tomorrow night at 8:00.
A large crowd of girls from Anderson College and Furman University are expected to be at the
dance.

JUST ARRIVED ... New Shipment Wembley Stripe Ties.
PALM BEACH SUITS and SLACKS
We have Tennis Balls and Equipment

HOKE

Although only recently begun, cal room will be located here, too.
Section E of the new barracks will | On the next level will be some
undoubtedly prove to be one of '
I rooms for publications, and also
the most popular portions of the
structure. This section will be. the Air Force and Army Adminwhere the Third Barracks pre- istrative Offices. Other rooms inviously stood and will be con- clude a reserve records room, a
structed with a waffle-type lift conference room, a secretary's
room, an electrical room, and anslab procedure.
other mechanical room.
On the first floor, or Mess Hall
The fourth floor will be prl- ,
level the contractors go by levels
(and not floors), will be a new marily for publications with a
and modern canteen designed and news room, circulation room, adequipped with the latest fixtures vertising and business manager's
in order to serve students and room, editors' rooms, files room,
friends. This spacious room will rooms for Junior editors, art room,
be approximately 90 by 60 feet and the office of the editor-inand will remain open to a late chief. "There will be drying and
printing rooms, a photo studio,
hour.
and three meeting rooms," accordNo materials have been spared
in creating an impressive and ing to Mr. F. M. Walker, resident
engineer of the project.
modernistic atmosphere. Several
A chapel and seven meeting
entrances will be made with 2%
inch thick Vermont slate slabs and rooms will comprise the fifth floor
at the center entrance there will of Section E. We can readily see
be four large plant boxes spaced and appreciate that this building
so as to give a most impressive is being built with the needs of
the students as the paramount
effect.
All floors in this section will be consideration.
equipped with modern Rest Rooms
The shrimp uses camouflage
and the first two floors will contain Ladies' powder rooms and techniques for protection. By
whipping up the sand with its
vanity rooms.
tiny feet, the shrimp manufactures
Also on the first floor will be a minute storm, flattens itself into
a much-needed receiving room a trench it has dug, and lets the
where students may receive the;r sand settle over it.
family and friends. An up-todate trash disposal room may be
ALTERATIONS
found on this floor.
BUCKLES
On the loggia level, or second BUTTONS
- BELTS
floor, will be a modernly equip- BUTTONHOLES
Made
ped barber shop for the students.
A large public lounge will be on
MRS. SUMMEY
this floor and also the conven- Phone 6726
Clemson
tional guard room. The mechani-

When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason . . . enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco ... light, mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better . . .
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Where's your jingle?

SLOAN

Ifs easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

OPEN UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK EVERY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
2c DISCOUNT PER GALLON

RICHFIELD GASOLINE

University otr

B. F. GOODRICH TIRES,
TUBES AND BATTERIES

Archie's ServiceStation

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

CLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER!!

